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Abstract 

Smart home energy system visualization has an important development in the field of smart home. How to allow 
users using internet or hand phone application (APP) to know the household electricity consumption in real time has 
an important impact on improving the household electricity efficiency and changing users’ habits of using electricity. 
In this paper, it firstly summarizes the state-of-the-art research of home energy system visualization techniques and 
analyzes their values and lacks. Secondly it proposes a visualization program of smart home energy based on the 
smart phone APP. The program not only allows users to intuitively understand the household electricity consumption, 
but also gives users the ability to optimize home energy efficiency following their habits of using electricity, in order 
to achieve home energy saving, efficiency and convenience. 
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1. Introduction 

In last couple of years, energy efficiency and saving has become a key problem due to the increase of 
energy consumption, energy prices, and concerns about the environmental changes. The research on 
household electricity is an important topic in the field of energy consumption research [1]. Smart home 
system makes the management of household electrical appliances more systematic, and makes home 
energy management more easily. Many countries have done a lot of research on the visualization of 
household energy management, including Google and IBM, etc. For users, comprehensive and real-time 
visualization of electricity is very important, which allows users to timely know whether there is a waste 
in energy consumption [2]. The research in this field is more significant from the viewpoint of long-term 
statistics which affects users’ behavior of electricity consumption, so as to achieve a smart use of 
electricity. And visualization of such systems will help interactively improve users’ behaviors. 
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2. Related work 

Following a greater interest in energy efficiency, as well as visualization, several pilot projects were 
rolled out across the U.S.A., including one by CenterPoint Energy and the U.S. Dept. of Energy [3], and 
another one by Alliant Energy and IBM [4]. One of the objectives of these projects is to analyze the 
current consumption behavior of users, and investigate what role they can/want to play in reducing 
electricity consumption and thus increase energy efficiency.  

Initial results seem to suggest that pervasive technologies can help raise awareness of electricity 
consumption among users. For instance, 83% of participants reported their consumption behavior’s 
changing once consumption data were made available to them via in-home displays (IHDs) [3]. 

In recent works, a public-private partnership supported by the National Institute for Standards and 
Technology has developed Green Button Data, a standard for the distribution of electricity usage data [5]. 
A customer can visit their utility web portal, login and download his own power consumption details by 
using this Green Button. It is now a standard for the dissemination of electricity consumed data. This 
Green Button standard will further simplify the development of applications to get together electricity 
consumption data with any other third party data streams to offer an insightful view into consumers’ 
energy consumption [6]. 

Major corporations such as Google and Microsoft, as well as several transmission and distribution 
providers via their coalition in Smart Meter Texas, are also active in this field. Google and Microsoft 
released PowerMeter [7] and Hohm, respectively. These are Web-based applications that let users access 
their electricity consumption data and visualize them on interactive charts. Notwithstanding the support 
from Google and Microsoft, both projects are being discontinued due to interest below expectations. 

We argue that the limited utility in reducing the energy consumption is one of the reasons why these 
applications have not attracted more users. Neither Google PowerMeter, nor Microsoft Hohm, nor Smart 
Meter Texas offer a way to answer questions such as: 

 The visual data is simple so as to make it difficult to personalize the applications. 
 The lack of intelligent data analysis and recommendations results in the poor user experience. 
 The data did not get the feedback of the use that whether it can be combined with the third party 

system to form an intelligent energy network or not? 
In this paper, it proposes a smart home energy visualization program based on smart hand phone APP. 

By using this APP which prevents the deficiencies reported in above research works, the user can have 
more intelligent and personalized experiences in energy visualization management. 

3. Proposed visualization program for smart home energy consumption 

Although the smart home system has been developed for some years, there are still many deficiencies 
in its energy management part according to some latest research reports. In this paper, a smart home 
energy visualization program based on smart phone APP is proposed. It can not only let users see the 
household electricity consumption more intuitively, but also analyze and process the relative data more 
intelligently [8]. The program can help users find their bad habits and give them the optimized results as 
good habits for reference. 

There are mainly 3 parts in the program: initial electric data acquisition and preprocessing, key power 
figure statistics and user behavior analysis, optimization plan and intelligent feedback. 

3.1. Initial electric data acquisition and preprocessing 
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In this program, the traditional smart home system as mentioned in others’ work is only used as the 
core part of data acquisition. The initial electric data like working power, current, voltage, etc., are all 
needed and acquired from all kinds of home appliances through traditional smart home systems.  

Then all the data are recorded in a standard database and then preprocessed with uniformed formats. 
The collection of these data is used to make electricity consumption statistics per day from the smallest 
unit to the whole power system in the home.  

3.2. Key power figure statistics and user behavior analysis 

With the work of data acquisition and preprocessing, it is in fact very hard for common users to really 
understand so many initial data. How to help users intuitively understand them is the main target of the 
program. To realize this, the key power figure statistics are needed to be done and the relative user 
behavior analysis are also needed. 

The design is based on a smart hand phone APP. The APP is used to convey the intuitive energy 
system information to users and provide users some intelligent suggestions. At the same time, users can 
use the APP directly to control the relative appliances via the smart home energy system. The App will 
receive real-time data from the smart home energy system and then record and analyze the data further [9].  

And the APP will be widely adapt to different users. So taking into account the amount of users and 
individual differences, the APP will provide users with the choices of three modes of work: universal 
mode, personalized mode and energy saving mode.  

Universal mode is a behavior marked as a good use of electricity. The APP will compare and assess the 
excellent behavior from users’ behavior habits via network aggregation [10]. The public can vote to elect 
an accepted good behavior of electricity use as a universal mode. Personalized mode refers to the user’s 
special activities which may use electricity in special periods. Users can choose personalized mode which 
will not refer to the public selection. Energy saving mode is defined with the standard work hours 
provided with the upper limit of electricity from the user to control the electricity consumption 
automatically [11]. All modes will be updated according to the constant update from the network. By 
selecting the mode of operation, a user can also contribute to the intelligent network by uploading his own 
statistical power data via his APP. This is also a kind of big data collection which will help for further 
research and applications. 

At real working status, the smart home energy system communicates with the users’ APP in real-time, 
so that the APP can receive electricity data at a setup rate. After this, the software draws real-time 
electricity curve of household electricity and ranks the household electrical appliances by electrical power 
consumption. Through the key power figures and their consumption rankings, the user can understand the 
electricity situation more intuitively [12].  

Visualization by key power figures is just a part of the APP. In our program, another important part is 
to do users behavior analysis based on the figures and data. It can analyze users’ electricity using habits 
based on electricity data over a period of time. Then it can give an automatic ranking for users’ habits 
based on the rules extracted from the internet or defined by experts. The basis of this ranking is on the 
statistics of the time interval, duration and usage frequency of household appliances. The APP will 
automatically discard the bad data like high or low voltage caused for instance by a sudden power break 
for the consideration of robustness. And besides of good or bad user behaviors judged from these rankings, 
it is also possible to find some abnormal status of the appliances including that they may be too old to be 
fixed or there may be somewhere power leaking. 

3.3. Intelligent feedback and optimization plan  
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After the judgement of the users’ electricity using habits, the APP will give users some intelligent 
feedback with an optimal electricity using improvement program. The form of the improved plan is to 
suggest users how to use each appliance more suitably, even smartly, like shutting down air conditioner 
when there is no person in the room, tuning a lower cooking temperature when little water left in the pot, 
etc. The initial data collected by the APP will be uploaded to the internet database anonymously [13]. The 
optimization plan provided by the APP will refer to the internet database and take account of a set of the 
best improvement blocks through tested algorithms. 

Both of the intelligent feedback of the system and the optimization plan are dynamic according to time 
and users’ regions. Like in USA, the power supply is enough and the power price is much cheaper 
compared to China, so that the relevant parameters could be different. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper summarizes the research progress of energy visualization systems and related work. Several 
research projects in different countries have made a concrete analysis. According to the real-time effect of 
these projects, this paper puts forward a new visualization program which includes intuitive display of 
energy data at home, interactive control through APP, and optimization plans for users’ references.  

However, this work needs to be truly developed. By now, it is just a framework. In the future, there 
will be more work to be done to realize what we describe here. 
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